18 February, 2020

Marine Advisory: 05/2020

Subject: Flag State Risk Based Preemptive Boarding’s

Dear Owners/Operators/DPAs/Masters/Flag Inspectors/Recognized Organizations:

Purpose: This Advisory is to inform Owners, Operators, Designated Persons Ashore, Masters, and Flag Inspectors and Recognized Organizations of the Liberian Administration’s new enhanced risk-based assessment management system that identifies vessels that are at high risk of port State control (PSC) compliance boarding’s. The risk-based system draws on and analyzes data from multiple sources, including flag State safety inspections and audits, USCG/PSC MOUs boarding’s, and Class Society surveys. The results are analyzed by the Administration’s experienced flag and port State control managers. Vessels identified as high risk of PSC boarding in US and PSC MOUs will be prioritized for a preemptive boarding by the Administration to assist in minimizing potential for PSC detention and delayed operations.

Details of the risk-based results will be shared in advance with Owners, Operators, DPA’s, Masters, Flag Inspectors and Recognized Organizations to improve compliance and better prepare for PSC boarding’s in specific ports.

Below are examples of some of the data collected for use in assessing a vessel’s risk for detention.
The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) has updated its PSC targeting policy and matrix to prioritize exams on vessels that pose the greatest risk. Under the new policy, vessels that pose the greatest risk now include those that have detention history in Paris and Tokyo PSC MOUs and in US ports. Vessels identified as low risk will see reduce frequency and scope of USCG exams.

All efforts will be made to minimize the cost and burden of preemptive boarding’s on vessels and vessel operators. A preemptive boarding inspection will count as an annual safety inspection, if conducted prior to ASI due date. DPA’s and Master’s should report existing deficiencies/non-conformities to the Administration prior to the ship’s arrival in port. If no additional deficiencies are found during the inspection, the preemptive inspection fee will be waived.

As provided in previous advisors, many PSC detentions result from ISM Code failures to report and initiate action to correct existing deficiencies. PSC inspectors are also grouping multiply deficiencies together as evidence of a failure of ISM Code Safety Management System and issuing a detention. Owners, Operators, and DPAs should require their Master’s, Chief Engineers and other management level officers identify and report deficiencies and have evidence on status of corrective actions, prior to entering port.

To ensure effective implementation of the Preemptive Boarding Program the Administration has established a new Fleet Port State Control Performance Department with a new email: Prevention@liscr.com. The Department supersedes the Marine Safety Department and takes on many of its responsibilities with primary focus on assisting vessel operators avoid PSC detentions.

If you have any questions, please contact our Fleet Port State Control Performance Department at Telephone: +1-703-790-3434 or by email to prevention@liscr.com.
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